A Bible Believing View of Calvin and Arminius!
By: David A. Sargent
Calvin and Arminius both had it wrong! Not one of Calvin’s five points was right in the way a
Calvinist views them. Arminius believed that a person that was given the gift of eternal life could
loose it! This is also just as wrong!
I have wrongly been called an Arminian and a Pentecostal! Of which neither are correct. I
believe eternal life is eternal and because you did nothing to get it, you can do nothing to get rid
of it. If you believe something can make you loose it, then you trust in that something to get it.
If salvation is based on anything else but the blood atonement of Jesus Christ and THAT ALONE;
then you are trying to earn it!
The sign gifts that Pentecostals rave about so much are not working in the body of Christ today.
On the other hand Calvinism is a totally fictitious cult of which damns people to hell trusting in
being in the elect instead of ONLY in Jesus Christ for salvation. Both groups are relying on Jesus
Christ PLUS something else! If that is the case, neither is saved!
Calvinist trust in being in the elect before they trust Christ! This is not Christ ALONE for
salvation! They are trying to earn it by being in the elite elect before they are IN CHRIST!
Arminians trust in works to keep ETERNAL life, and therefore are relying on works to save them!
This is not Christ ALONE for salvation! They are trying to earn it by not committing the
unpardonable sin!
Salvation is only found in the PERSON of Jesus Christ! Not in being chosen in a few selected elite
individuals before creation! It is not limited to a few! It is not limited to only save you if you
have not committed certain sins!
God is much greater than either Calvin or Arminius could have ever thought. If your thinking has
been perverted by these two cults consider what you are “trusting in” to get you to heaven and
trust ONLY in the FINISHED WORK OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST!
Calvinism is pagan fatalism with their pentagram points that spells out PULIT! Because they are
pulling your leg! These consist of: Perseverance of the Saints, Unconditional Election, Limited
Atonement, Irresistible Grace and Total Depravity. This pentagram philosophical fatalistic blather
frustrates the newly saved individual because these five are logically joined together on the basis
of election prior to time. Thus the Calvinist frustrates the very space / time continuum; making
themselves finished IN CHRIST before they are every STARTED IN THIS LIFE! This premise thus
being faulty; everything thereafter (all the other points) are also very faulty! The reasoning used
to build this looking glass that they peep through to read the Scriptures is one of INDUCTIVE
REASONING. This is the same reasoning that the ALEXANDRIAN CULT uses; all PAGANS use and
can NOT bring a sound understanding or a proper reasoning. Sound principles of Reason, MUST
be DEDUCTIVE in their approach without which there is left madness and lunacy of the
INDUCTIVE method. This was the very approach of Westcott and Hort, as is with many cultists.

For more on the subject of INDUCTIVE vs. DEDUCTIVE reasoning; please just ask!
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